Quantification of gray and white matter levels of spectroscopically visible metabolites can provide important insights into brain development and pathological conditions. Chemical shift imaging offers a gain in efficiency for estimation of global gray and white matter metabolite concentrations compared to single voxel methods. In the presented study, the optimal voxel size is calculated from segmented human brain data and accompanying field maps. The optimal voxel size is found to be approximately 8 cc, but a wide range of values, 4 cc-64 cc, can be chosen with little increase in estimated concentration error (© ).
INTRODUCTION
Many normal and pathological conditions are reflected in metabolite concentrations in the brain. Some changes are known or suspected to be present globally in gray or white matter. They are associated with normal development (1-3) as well as pathology, e.g. AIDS related dementia, Alzheimers disease and schizophrenia, (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . Quantification of spectroscopically visible metabolites, measured in brain gray matter (GM) and white matter (WM) separately, can provide important insights into brain development and pathological conditions.
Chemical shift imaging (CSI) normally offer less precise localization than single voxel spectroscopy (SVS), but it provides increased efficiency due to the extended spatial coverage (9) , thus making CSI the method of choice for global gray and white matter spectroscopy.
Care is needed in the calculation of separate GM and WM spectra from CSI data since many voxels will contain a mixture of tissues as well as cerebral spinal fluid (CSF). Knowledge of the spatial distribution of tissues is required for calculating separate spectra for individual tissue types. Linear regression can be used to estimate the variation of metabolite concentrations with voxel tissue composition (2, 3, (10) (11) (12) thus providing a means of accounting for partial volume effects. Acquisition of high-resolution data with subsequent spatial averaging suffers a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) loss compared to low-resolution imaging with the same effective voxel size. Consequently, the choice of voxel size involves a trade-off of SNR in individual voxels versus tissue composition variation and insensitivity to shim and subcutaneous lipids that tend to contaminate spectra.
The present study addresses this trade-off and aims at finding the optimal voxel size.
The regression method provides a good starting point as it takes full advantage of all available data and provides concentration error estimates.
The paper is organized as follows: A theoretical framework for the calculation of concentration variances is established, and their general properties are derived analytically.
Field maps and segmentation data from in vivo studies of normal subjects are used to cal-1 culate the relative accuracies of concentration estimates as a function of voxel size.
METHODS
Given spectroscopic and segmented brain data for a range of spatial resolutions, metabolite concentrations in each compartment and their variances can be estimated along with the optimal voxel size. This approach is not feasible for the present study, mainly because it requires very lengthy measurements. An analytic approach based on the regression method provides a better way as relative accuracies of gray and white matter metabolite concentrations can be determined using only field maps, segmented structural images and a priori knowledge of metabolite properties. Section 2.1 concerns combining data from all locations, while sections 2.2 and 2.3 describe the individual effects responsible for the voxel size dependence of the concentration accuracy. Section 2.4 concerns the analysis of signals from individual voxels and section 2.5 describes how the method was applied to in vivo data.
VARIANCE OF GM AND WM CONCENTRATION ESTIMATES
For a given metabolite, linear regression can be used to estimate the concentration provide pure white and gray matter metabolite concentration estimates,
given by the two endpoints of the graph (2, 10, 11) . The presence of CSF does not pose further difficulty under normal conditions, as metabolite concentrations in this substance are known to be exceedingly small. For a given metabolite, the local concentration in brain is proportional to the ratio of MR-visible metabolite protons,
. The segmentation is assumed to be precise compared to the spectroscopic measurements so that no uncertainty is associated with the
's or the when noise is normally distributed with zero mean and variance is a natural choice that will be adapted in the following.
The uncertainties in metabolite concentration
are factorized, thus defining a common uncertainty
for all voxels and a voxel specific scaling, 0
. All common noise terms, such as sequence and acquisition specific parameters,
. The concentration error estimate also depends on the metabolite line shape and hence on the local shim. This dependence is expressed in the quantity 0 being a measure of the sensitivity of the peak area estimate to noise. The influence of inhomogeneity is described qualitatively and quantitatively in sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively.
Weighting factors
Interpretations of these equations are given in sections 2.2 and 2.3. The calculation of the error estimates
are the subject of section 2.4.
PARTIAL VOLUME EFFECTS
Imaging of a particular volume of interest with small voxels gives rise to an increased number of voxels with effectively only one type of tissue (uncontaminated voxels). Pure gray and white matter spectra are only badly determined from large voxels if these all have similar tissue composition, Fig. 1 . On the other hand, it does not help to decrease the voxel size much below the minimum dimension of the structures of interest, since this will not increase the fraction of uncontaminated voxels further. The advantage of small voxels with respect to partial voluming, is reflected in the appearance of the GM fraction variance in the denominator that decreases as a function of voxel size, Eq. [6].
SHIM AND DIRECT VOLUME EFFECTS
The numerator in Eq. [6] also has a strong voxel size dependence. The general dependence is inaccessible for now, as a calculation requires specific knowledge of the factors T2 is never exactly equal to T2 even for very small voxels since inhomogeneities exist on a microscopic length scale. The T2-values are used as an approximation to the largest possible T2 that differ from T2 by less than 10%.
Direct volume effect When line shapes are dominated by irreversible T2-processes, e
[8]
C is defined as the number of voxels and 
, is generally a slowly varying function compared to U C . In the limit of homogeneous broadening, the following approximate relationship can be established:
The denominator is independent of C in the limit of small voxels, i.e., when voxels fit easily within all anatomical structures, and the direct volume effect therefore causes X § s to be inversely proportional to the voxel volume.
R n field inhomogeneity Errors due to field differences between voxels, i.e. intervoxel inhomogeneity, can be corrected with the help of a water reference (14, 15) while intravoxel inhomogeneity causes broadening of spectral peaks. Three effects are of relevance: More noise is introduced into area estimation of broad peaks, peak overlap reduces the precision in peak area estimation, and baseline variations are difficult to distinguish from broad peaks.
It is useful to consider the limit of inhomogeneous broadening for estimating shim effects. For the shims and voxel sizes of interest, the residual This relation implies that inhomogeneities approximately cause the slope variance to be proportional to the linear voxel dimension, disregarding all other effects than broadening. Similar to the case of homogeneous broadening, the sum of weights is now
defining the slowly varying function
. It follows that in this limit
2.4 SPECTRAL DECOMPOSITION Sections 2.2 and 2.3 provide insight into the trade-offs involved in choosing a voxel size.
Proceeding further requires a discussion of peak area quantification for voxelwise estimation of the uncertainties in metabolite content,
, appearing in Eq. [5] . These depend on the intrinsic lineshape and shim as will be shown.
The metabolites are generally well-characterized in terms of resonance frequencies, coupling constants and approximate relaxation properties. Lineshapes can therefore be calculated voxelwise for each of the metabolites with the help of a water reference scan.
An expansion of the measured signal S (or a projection, , and Vx is V transposed (13).
These matrices can be used to calculate a pseudo-inverse of A that multiplied onto S (or
S)
provides the coefficients a. The variances express the separability of the metabolite signals, and are given by
The specific baseline distortions are not known a priori, but can be modeled as superpositions of a few additional well-chosen basis functions, (17, 18) . Further spectral structure results from unsuppressed water (T2 100 ms for brain water, T2 1 s for CSF (22) ). The line shape can not easily be characterized because it depends on the R n -inhomogeneity, the radio-frequency field amplitude and the longitudinal relaxation time T1. The remaining water signal typically has spectral width and approximate center frequency similar to the unsuppressed water signal. It is well modeled by a superposition of water reference spectra shifted slightly in frequency taking into account the aliasing associated with the low spectral bandwidth of echo planar spectroscopy.
SVD provides the most probable linear decomposition of measured spectra into separate metabolite signals as well as error estimates. The concentration errors are independent of the signal, and depend linearly on the spectral noise density X H
. The variations with voxel and molecule are determined by the specifics of the metabolite basis functions; their widths and degree of orthogonality in particular.
ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS OF HUMAN BRAIN DATA
Fifteen normal human subjects were studied using a 1.5 Tesla GE Signa MR-scanner equipped with the standard head coil in order to calculate the actual dependence of the regression error on voxel-size. The method is briefly outlined before details are discussed:
For each of the subjects studied, high resolution anatomical images were acquired and used for classification of the brain tissues (segmentation).
R o field maps were measured after shimming and were subsequently resliced to fit anatomical slices. Calculations were performed for each value in a range of spatial resolutions relevant for spectroscopic imaging:
1. High resolution field maps and segmented brain data were down-sampled using rectangular or sinc-shaped voxels. field maps were acquired after volume selective higher-order shimming of the same region (23) . These were resliced to match the segmented data.
The tissue and field distributions for a range of larger voxel-sizes were calculated from the high-resolution data. The severity of partial volume problems are determined mainly by the largest voxel dimension for imaging of isotropic regions. A rather large section of the brain was examined for the present study, and there are no obvious directions in which long rectangular voxels can be advantageously aligned. Consequently, cubic voxels are near optimal with respect to partial volume effects for a given voxel volume, and only such voxels were considered.
Spatial down-sampling Sinc-and rectangular spatial point spread functions (PSFs) were compared since deviations from rectangular voxels are far-reaching for low resolution imaging. Fourier imaging with rectangular S -space coverage results in a sinc-shaped PSF.
The shape in the slice selection direction was taken to be rectangular in both cases, since slice profiles can generally be made quite good in multi-slice studies using pulse shaping (24).
The GM distribution in the voxels of a low-resolution study with sinc PSF was found by truncating the "true" Water reference modeling The construction of the metabolite sub-basis was done using a water reference calculated voxelwise from the R t field map and structural data, taking into account the PSF. This approach excludes effects from line shape distortions not due to inhomogeneity (e.g. eddy currents). The interval. These field density maps were reduced to low resolution using the methods described above, and the field distribution was used to model water FIDs.
Calculation of variances
Once the water references, corresponding basis functions, and
were calculated using SVD, Eq. . The dependence on voxel size was established by repeating the calculation.
RESULTS
The figures 2-5 show properties of representative data acquired for a healthy male volunteer, age 31 years. The segmented data and the R t field maps shown in Fig. 3 , provide the necessary data for determining the optimal voxel size. The corresponding
illustrating the shim quality in Fig. 4 was used to minimize total round-off errors when discretizing the field maps. Figure 5 show example images before and after down-sampling using the described algorithm. Similar matrix size reductions were performed for the individual field density maps. The intravoxel shims are illustrated for the two PSFs under consideration in Fig. 6 for all of the 15 normal subjects.
An example basis calculated from a modeled water reference is shown in Fig. 2 The shapes of the curves shown in Fig. 9 changed insignificantly when calculations were carried out for different metabolites and when the gray and white matter concentration variances were calculated rather than the regression slope error.
DISCUSSION
The tissue composition variance shown in Fig. 7 , reflects the overall structure of the imaged volume and the partial volume problems increasing with voxel size. The curves are relatively smooth due to the lack of distinct typical dimensions in the brain. For smaller voxels yet, the curves will converge to particular values, but the data do not support reliable curves for resolutions exceeding the slice thickness 3.2 mm.
The intravoxel field inhomogeneity increases with voxel size as illustrated in Fig. 6 .
The global shim is reflected in the local shim for sinc-shaped voxels due to the sinc side lobes.
The trade-off between intravoxel field homogeneity, partial volume, and direct voxel size effects is illustrated in Fig. 8 . These effects are responsible for the existence of an optimal voxel size that can can be estimated from Fig. 9 showing the variance of the NAc concentration estimate. The variance is found to be remarkably insensitive to voxel volume changing less than a factor of 5 over 3-4 orders of magnitude. A shallow minimum in the concentration variance is found for 8 cc voxels for sinc PSF, leading us to conclude that the advantage of resolving gray matter structures is outweighed by the resulting SNR penalty, Only for voxels smaller than 4 cc is there a pronounced loss of accuracy. Even this, however, is somewhat compensated by the fact that imaging with the smallest voxels reduces demands on lipid suppression (25) . The relative significance of this depends on the method of lipid suppression under consideration. Typical methods are volume pre-selection by STEAM or PRESS (26, 27) , outer volume suppression (OVS, (28)), or T1-selective inversion recovery (29) . Approximately % gain in SNR, can be obtained by imaging without lipid suppression, compared to measurements with T1-selective suppression by inversion recovery. This potential gain is not included in the calculation. Similar losses result from OVS that often suppresses or distorts signals from cortex, therefore mainly affecting gray matter and potentially creating artificial systematic GM/WM signal differences.
Sinc shaped voxels resulting from unweighted Fourier reconstruction were compared to rectangular voxels to determine the influence of voxel shape. Hadamard encoding (30), filtering or weighted acquisition (31) are techniques affecting the voxel shape. Sinc shaped and rectangular voxels represents two extremes, and interestingly, little effect is found between the two, as long as the exact voxel shape is taken into consideration.
As a consequence, the choice of voxel size is fairly free when focus is on global gray and white matter metabolite concentrations. Often, however, sub-structures are of interest (such as individual hemispheres), and the results suggest that the voxels can be chosen optimally for such structures without sacrificing much overall accuracy. An immediate consequence is that there is little difference between optimizing for gray matter, white matter or both simultaneously, as was done here. Similarly, a reduction of the available brain volume by spatial pre-selection or OVS can change the optimal voxel size slightly.
A simple strategy for gray/white matter segmentation was chosen. Potential misclassification of pixels at tissue boundaries will not cause a significant difference considering the insensitivity of the presented results to anatomical details (minor intersubject variation).
For simplicity, the brain water T2s were assumed equal for gray and white matter thus neglecting the approximate 10% difference. The linewidths are determined by the inhomogeneity also, and the GM/WM linewidth difference is no more than 5% even for the smallest voxels used. The change in linewidth over the range of voxel-size under consideration, is much larger, and the GM/WM T2 difference will therefore not influence the result significantly. The brain T2 value was used as an approximation to T2 in the limit of small voxels. This causes an underestimation of the concentration error estimate for the smallest voxels (© 5%).
Very little intersubject variation is found after correction for individual differences in brain matter volume. The irregular functional dependence seen in Fig. 9 is not random noise, but rather manifestations of brain structure and shim.
An uninteresting source of structure is the voxel shape that is only approximately cubic suggesting that the number of bins used was sufficient to ensure convergence.
The results depend on the quality of the shim since T2 is voxel size dependent. We used data acquired after volume selective higher-order shimming (23) . Often higher-order shim coils are not present, adjusted for best global performance, or not used at all because of the extra time required for adjustment. The optimal voxel size is reduced correspondingly if CSI is performed with worse shims than used here.
The regression approach can be extended to handle more complicated problems such as determining metabolite concentrations in GM/WM for the hemispheres separately. Multidimensional linear least squares fitting readily handles extra classes of tissue. Subdivision of brain structures is expected to decrease the optimal voxel size.
When water references and a priori knowledge is available, the problem can be linearized as was done here. The extremely bad SNRs ( ) experienced for the smallest voxels are not problematic even though metabolite estimates will be equally noisyweighted averaging will still produce the best estimates, given that the spectral model is correct. The problem can no longer be linearized if non-additive quantities like chemical shifts need to be estimated on a voxel by voxel basis. In that case, good SNR in all voxels is crucial. Non-linear and non-parametric methods should be avoided when possible and large voxels should be used whenever such methods are needed. The linearity of the problem also results in the optimal voxel size being independent of the performance of the CSI method and of the metabolite concentrations. The variance of the parameters estimated by regression scales with the noise variance of the samples, while the relative errors for various voxel sizes do not change.
CONCLUSION
Aspects of the choice of voxel size for global gray and white matter spectroscopy were discussed in detail and qualitative results for the accuracy of concentration estimates were
given. The actual dependence on voxel size was determined for in vivo studies of normal volunteers. This was found to be a remarkably weak function of the voxel size with a shallow minimum for 8 cc voxels. Less than variation occurs for voxel-sizes ranging from 4 cc to 64 cc. The voxel shape has little influence on the accuracy as long as the correct shape is used for the calculations. The presented methods can readily be extended to determine optimal acquisition parameters when specific regions beyond global gray and white matter are of special interest.
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Figure 4:
Histogram of° values in the entire imaged region reflecting the overall quality of the shim in the ROI. The field is given relative to the carrier which is adjusted to the water resonance. The discretization of° values was done so that the area under this curve was near equal in all 32° intervals.
Figure 5:
Example down-sampled gray matter distributions used for the calculations. The upper left image shows the gray matter in the top slice of the high-resolution dataset. The following eight images illustrate the corresponding down-sampled images for resolutions used in the calculation. The PSF is sinc-like and voxels are approximately cubic, so the slice thickness differs between images. The framed image corresponds to the calculated optimal resolution (see Fig. 9 ). Intravoxel inhomogeneity for each of the 15 subjects averaged over voxels. (a) The 15 curves show the° standard deviation for sinc-PSF and (b) the corresponding curves for rectangular voxels. Inhomogeneities within voxels decrease with voxel size, but differences are apparent for the two voxel shapes: The shim of small rectangular voxels is relatively independent of the global shim compared to that of sinc-shaped voxels with the same nominal linear dimension. This is due to the sinc side lobes and is reflected in the curves converging for small rectangular voxels. There is a stronger dependence on voxel size for rectangular voxels for the same reason. The wide intersubject spread shows that the global shim quality varies considerably, but effects of inhomogeneity are reduced for small voxels.
